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Abstract—Microprobing attacks against integrated circuits
used in security-critical systems have become a serious concern.
With the help of advanced circuit editing technology, an attacker
can remove layers of materials and expose wires carrying security
critical information for probing. Active shields constitute the most
widely used approach to deter microprobing attacks. However,
a number of vulnerabilities have been found in existing active
shield designs; in particular, their weakness to tilted bypass
attacks has yet to be addressed. In this paper, we provide a
comprehensive investigation on tilted bypass attacks with a math-
ematical model to investigate how best an attacker can exploit
geometric weakness of shield designs in three dimensions, as well
as shield design techniques informed with such observations. We
also include a numerical analysis with realistic parameters to
validate theoretical predictions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Physical attacks are a growing concern for design of in-

tegrated circuits (ICs) used in security-critical applications.

Physical attacks circumvent encryption by attacking their

silicon implementations. Microprobing is one kind of invasive

physical attack that directly probes signal wires in order

to extract sensitive information [1]. Successful microprobing

attacks have been reported on smartcards and microcontrollers

in mobile devices [2], [3]. Plaintexts such as personal data,

code format intellectual property (IP) or even encryption keys

have been compromised [4].

Most security critical ICs are reinforced against microprob-

ing attacks with active shield to detect a breach when a shield

wire is cut, and zeroize sensitive information once detected.

Several reports of attacks defeat active shields [3], [5]. Among

discovered exploits, bypass attack exposes targeted physical

wire with cutting-edge circuit editing tools so that active

shields remain intact, constituting a most expedient, most

preferred, and most difficult to protect against approach [3].

Further, it has recently been shown that milling at a tilted

angle decreases the attack footprint thus making bypassing

the shield even easier to execute [6]. To the best of the

authors’ knowledge, no active shield design has been proposed

to counter this new threat to date, nor has any design claimed

to be more resilient against normal bypass attacks.

In this paper, we make the following contributions:

• A mathematical model to analyze probing by shield

bypass with focused ion beam (FIB) tilt and rotation.
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• Conclusions drawn from the mathematical model to bol-

ster the effectiveness of active shields.

• Demonstration of provided principles with numerical

results.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section

II reviews related topics and prior contributions. Section III

presents a mathematical model to calculate exposure of any

wire to microprobing attack, considering all tilt and rotation

angles. Section IV presents shield design principles to counter

tilted bypass attacks and generic bypass attacks. In Section V,

we present numeric simulation to validate theoretical modeling

and proposed shield designs, evaluating their performance, and

discuss implications of the results, before concluding the paper

in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Technology Enabling Circuit Microprobing

Circuit microprobing refers to techniques that allow an

attacker to directly observe partial or full sensitive information,

collectively known as assets [7]. An asset can be any resource

or values that could pique the interest of an attacker, e.g.,

plaintexts, encryption keys, firmware, configuration, or random

numbers. Microprobing attacks are categorized as invasive

attacks because they require depackaging to expose transistors

and signal routing. Wires of asset-bearing nets and buses are

likely buried under multiple passification, metal, and dielectric

layers. On ICs fabricated with feature dimensions larger than

0.35µm, laser cutters can be used to remove these layers [1].

For technologies of lower dimensions, the most common tool

is the focused ion beam (FIB) [8]. With the help of FIB,

an attacker can mill at sub-micron or even nanometer level

precision [9]. A measure of FIB capability, the aspect ratio is

defined as the ratio between milled hole depth and diameter

[10]. FIB instruments with higher aspect ratio can be expected

to mill a hole of smaller diameter, thus leaving smaller impact

on the IC.

B. Countermeasures against Microprobing Attacks

To protect against microprobing attacks, two categories of

techniques exist: 1) detection-response based approaches, and

2) prevention based approaches.

Most existing techniques are designed to zeroize assets upon

detection of probing attempts. This can be achieved either

by detecting the actual activity of microprobing or activities

essential for microprobing to work. The more widely studied





TABLE I: Explanations on terminologies.

Term Explanation

α
Half of opening angle of the milled cavity (modeled

as a cone). tanα := (2RFIB)
−1

θ
Tilt of the milling, defined as angle between cone

axis and its projection upon the surface of the IC.

ϕ

Rotation of the milling, defined as angle between

projection of cone axis upon the surface of the IC

and perpendicular line from the apex of the milled

cone to the shield wire. A parallel tilted

milling is one where ϕ = 1
2π.

A perpendicular tilted milling is one where ϕ = 0.

D
Depth of the milling, defined as sum of thickness of

all layers between the top surface of the shield wire

and the apex of the milled cone.

d Diameter of the base of the milled cone.

RFIB
Aspect ratio of FIB that milled the cone;

RFIB := d/D.

T Thickness of the shield wire.

Ti Thickness of i-th routing layer.

wc(θ, ϕ)
Cut-off width, defined as minimum width of wire on

the shield layer parallel to the shield wires that can be

completely cut open by the milled cone.

TD,i
Thickness of dielectric layer between routing layer i
and i− 1.

wi Minimum width of i-th routing layer.

pi Routing pitch of i-th routing layer.

A. Tilted FIB Milling

The milled cavity will cut-off a section of material in shield

layer, as shown in Figure 2. The question of whether milling

will be detected depends on whether this section cuts off any

shield wire, which depends on relative placement of shield

wires, target wires, and apex of milled cavity, as well as width

of the cut-off region viewed in the direction of shield wires

(denoted as cut-off width wc(θ, ϕ) in Figure 2). To simplify

the problem for a generic conclusion, this study is focused

on evaluating cut-off width and ignores the impact of relative

placement issues. Terminology used in this investigation is

provided in Table I.

Cut-off width in the case of top-down milling simply equals

to diameter of intersection between cavity and bottom of the

shield layer, i.e. wc(π/2, ϕ) = 2(D−T ) tanα. Tilted milling

complicates this by introducing two degrees of freedom: tilt

angle θ and rotation angle ϕ (shown in Figure 1). In this

section, we deal with two corner cases of rotation angle ϕ:

when it is perpendicular (ϕ = 0) or parallel (ϕ = π/2) to

shield wires, as shown in Figure 2. It is easy to see tilting

in the plane parallel to shield wires (ϕ = π/2) only makes

the cut-off width wc(θ, π/2) larger: wc(θ, π/2) can be found

by calculating the minor axis of the intersection between the

cone and the bottom plane of the layer of the shield wires,

wc(θ, π/2) = 2sinθ(D − T )(cot(θ − α)− cot(θ + α))

=
4(D − T )tanα

sinθ − tan2α(sinθ − cscθ)

(1)

Which can be easily shown to be increasing as θ decreases.

Therefore, tilting when ϕ = π/2 makes cut-off width

wc(θ, π/2) wider than top-down case. This makes shield wire

cutting more likely and is undesirable for attacker.

This leaves the case of tilting in the plane perpendicular to

shield wires, i.e., ϕ = 0. This case was studied in [6], which

gives

wc(θ, 0) =
sin 2α

sin(θ + α) sin(θ − α)
D−

{

T cot (θ − α) , θ ∈ [0, 1
2π − α]

T (cot (θ − α)− cot (θ + α)) , θ ∈ [ 12π − α, 1
2π]
(2)

Calculating
∂(wc(θ,0)/wc(π/2,ϕ))

∂θ = 0 shows a minimum

wc(θ, 0) exists that is lower than wc(π/2, ϕ) [6].

B. Impact of Rotation upon Cut-off Width

The question remains whether any rotational angle ϕ ∈
(0, 1

2π) exists in between that makes probing attack more

vulnerable than these two extremes. For this purpose, we use

a planar model where both top and bottom intersections of the

milled cavity and shield wire are projected to the top surface

of the shield wire, as shown in Figure 3. As shown in the

figure, we seek to study the largest cut-off width wc,ϕ when

projection of targeted point of probing width is separated from

that shield wire by a certain distance P . The bypass attack is

considered unsuccessful when wc,ϕ becomes larger than min-

width of shield wire wi; therefore an increased wc,ϕ indicates

less favorable rotation angle ϕ.

Intersection with top surface is represented with a red

ellipse, while bottom intersection is represented with a blue

one. The fact that both intersections are ellipses enables us to

construct Cartesian axes so as to express wc in terms of ϕ and

P , as shown in Figure 4.

Cartesian axes in Figure 4 are constructed with its origin

at the center of the top intersection ellipse, while its x and

y axes follow the longer and shorter axes of the ellipse,

respectively. These coordinates yield the following expression

of both ellipses and edges of the shield wire as follows:

1) Top intersection: b21x
2 + a21y

2 = a21b
2
1, where

a) a1 = D
2 (cot(θ − α)− cot(θ + α))

b) b1 = a1 sin θ

2) Bottom intersection: b20(x−∆x)2 + a20y
2 = a20b

2
0, where

a) a0 = D−T
D a1, b1 = D−T

D b1
b) ∆x = T cot θ

3) Edges of shield wires: y = k(x−∆x)+c0 and y = kx+c1
a) k = cotϕ.

b) wc(θ, ϕ) = sinϕ(c1 − c0 + k∆x)

Both nearer (red) and farther (blue) edges of a shield wire

intersects top and bottom ellipses at one point only. The above

equations simplifies into

wc(θ, ϕ) = sinϕ[
2D − T

2
(cot(θ − α)

− cot(θ + α))(cot2 ϕ+ sin2 θ)
1

2 − T cot θ cotϕ]
(3)








